
 

 

Better streets and paths so all ages can get active 

  

A re-elected Labor government will make our suburban streets and paths even better so it’s 
easier for children to walk or cycle to school, and for older Canberrans to move safely 
between their home and the local shops. 
  
Labor has a proud record of achievement in building a healthy, active and vibrant city that is 
well connected, compact and accessible. Our Towards Zero Growth: Healthy Weight Action 
Plan highlights the importance of urban planning to support active living, and we’re working 
closely with the Heart Foundation on the Active Living Program – designed to make active 
living a way of life. Measures announced today will make it easier for all Canberrans, but 
particularly our youngest and oldest residents to get around our beautiful suburbs, and stay 
healthy at the same time. 
  
ACT Labor will take care of the suburbs we love and make them better. Under our Better 
Suburbs Plan we will improve our streets to make it easier and safer for children to walk and 
cycle to schools, like Giralang Primary School, by including another 50 schools in the popular 
Active Streets for Schools program. 
  
Active Streets for Schools is all about making walking and cycling to school the norm in 
Canberra again. Not only will this get kids active, but it will give parents peace of mind that 
the route to school is safe and easy to follow. It is also a fun way to get to and from school 
and helps alleviate some of the traffic congestion created by parents dropping kids off at the 
school gate. 
  
In addition to better infrastructure around schools, Labor will continue to make our suburbs 
more age-friendly by extending our successful Age Friendly Suburbs program into Page, 
Stirling, Isabella Plains and Narrabundah.  
  
This program, which is already being rolled out in Ainslie, Weston, Kaleen and Monash, 
helps make it easier for older Canberrans to move around their suburbs and access the local 
shops by improving footpaths, installing ramps and upgrading lighting. 
  
ACT Labor will also invest an additional $2.7 million for priority footpath upgrades, with 
Canberrans asked to nominate a footpath that needs upgrading or a missing link filled in. A 
re-elected ACT Labor Government will prioritise their wish list. 
  
Labor will also making cycling around Canberra even better by: 

· Building the ‘Belco Bikeway’, a purpose-built bike path connecting the town centre 
with local education institutions to separate cyclists from traffic and make the 
Belconnen region more cyclist-friendly; 

· Working with local cycling advocacy groups and Visit Canberra to promote 
Canberra as a cycling tourism destination; 

· Installing more bike racks in Braddon; and 
· Upgrading the Stirling Avenue walkway starting in Watson. 

  



 

 

Labor has a strong track record when it comes to improving cycling and walking 
infrastructure around our city, and will continue to ensure our suburbs and town centres are 
safe and easy to walk and cycle around. 
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